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A: Codes for Why Scientists Repeat Measurements

Note: Priority is given to Code 10.  If accuracy, precision, experimental uncertainty, measurement error, etc.,

is mentioned, then Code 10 should be given even if other correct codes apply.

Code Response Item: S032712A

Correct Response

10 Refers to accuracy, precision, reliability, experimental uncertainty, estimation of measurement error (or

similar).

Examples: Because there is experimental error.  So measuring it 5 times you can calculate the average

to know how much error there is.

Each time they measure the volume it is close but not exactly the same.  So, it’s better to

measure it a few times to be sure.

They want a more exact answer.

To get an accurate measure of the volume.

It’s more reliable.

11 Refers only to computing an average or mean value (or median or range).

Examples: To find the average volume.

To work out the mean.

19 Other correct

Incorrect Response

70 Refers only to ‘mistakes’ or changes in the measurements (or similar); no explicit mention of accuracy,

precision, experimental uncertainty, etc.

Examples: In case mistakes happen.

To make sure it wasn’t changing.

To make sure the answer was right and he did not make a mistake.

To make sure they did it right.

To check if it was correct.

71 Refers only to a ‘fair test’ or similar; no explicit mention of computation of average, accuracy,  precision,

experimental uncertainty, etc.

Examples: To make sure it was a fair test.

To ensure a fair test.

79 Other incorrect (including crossed out/erased, stray marks, illegible or off task)

Nonresponse

99 Blank




